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RECORD $350,000 SPOT RATE PAID FOR LNG CARRIER ROCKS 

MARKET 

BP is widely reported to have paid a record spot charter rate of $350,000 per day for an LNG carrier as charterers juggle 
limited ships to cash in on rocketing Asian gas prices. Chartering sources said the energy major has paid the eye-popping 
rate on Nigeria LNG’s 174,900-cbm LNG Abalamabie (built 2016) for a round-trip voyage from the US to Europe. One source 
said BP has likely chartered in this vessel to lift a US cargo to free up an existing LNG carrier in the Atlantic that can li ft a 
shipment to Asia. Insane !!! He explained that with the Asian Japan/Korea Marker (JKM) LNG price benchmark shooting up 
to over $20 per MMBtu this week, this provides an opportunity for huge profit on a cargo which anyone is able to deliver into 
this market. With these economics, the cargo value is between $60m to $70m and it easily makes sense for BP to charter in 
a vessel at this rate, he said. “If I had a ship available in the Atlantic, that’s what I would do,” he added. “[LNG] Prices are 
going insane.” In recent days, trader Trafigura's marine logistics arm was seen offering $350,000 per day for a 160,000-cbm 
to 180,000-cbm LNG carrier able to lift a cargo in the US between 5 and 9 February. The charter period was for 15 to 16 
days. A year ago, JKM was at below $6 per MMBtu.  
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It bottomed out at $2 per MMBtu before rising steadily through the rest of last year to hit its latest six-year highs. One LNG 
shipbroker described today's market as "absolutely flying". Cold weather in Asia has boosted gas demand and LNG imports 
into the region. US cargoes are being drawn east on the back of the higher prices, particularly as some of the Asian producers 
have experienced outages. Inventories are also being drawn down. The shipments have increased the tonne-mile demand 
picture for LNG carriers — a situation exacerbated by ongoing delays for vessels wanting to transit the Panama Canal. Brokers 
spoke about a frantic search for ships with charterers showing little interest in their specifications over availability. One said at 
least $150,000 per day had been paid on a steam turbine vessel this week. Charter rates for LNG carriers were already riding 
in December and are showing no signs of weakening this month or into February as strong pricing and demand continues in 
Asia. But market players said they expect the rate bonanza to start to slow from March as weather improves. Source : 

www.Tradewindsnews.com 

SINOKOR REACTIVATES LAID-UP LNG UNITS AMID HOT MARKET 

South Korean owner moves to cash in as hunt for charter-free tonnage continues. Shipowner Sinokor Merchant Marine is 
pulling three steam turbine LNG carriers out of lay-up in a bid to catch the action in the current red-hot spot market. Brokers’ 
reports show the 127,180-cbm Grace Energy (ex-LNG Swift, built 1989), 125,568-cbm Adriatic Energy and 125,556-cbm North 
Energy (both built 1983) are in the process of being reactivated. The vessels are being circulated for trading, with the Grace 
Energy and Adriatic Energy potentially available this month. Data from Kpler shows the Grace Energy has shifted from the 
lay- up area in Labuan, eastern Malaysia, to Singapore, where it is expected to undergo final preparation works. The Adriatic 
Energy, formerly the Echigo Maru, is currently shown in Labuan, and the North Energy, formerly the WilEnergy, is laid up in 
China. TradeWinds has contacted Sinokor’s representative for comment. Rates for LNG carriers are currently very strong, with 
charterers searching for open vessels to lift prompt and February loading cargoes in a market devoid of tonnage. A 19-year-
old steam turbine vessel was reported fixed for spot business at $120,000 per day this week, with rate assessments for more 
modern tonnage pegged above the $200,000-per-day mark. Sinokor has built up a large fleet of older steam-turbine vessels, 
the bulk of which it has kept laid up. The company has drip-fed some for scrap sales over the years since it invested in its 
first secondhand LNG carrier with the purchase of the then LNG Swift in 2015.It also trades a couple of its vessels, the 
138,000-cbm Merchant (ex- British Merchant) and 138,000-cbm Singapore Energy (ex-British Innovator, both built 2003). 
The South Korean shipowner has tried to reactivate more of its tonnage to catch earlier market peaks. In October 2019, 
TradeWinds reported that Sinokor was firing up four of its laid-up vessels for trading. These included the Adriatic Energy and 
North Energy, along with the 125,631-cbm Mediterranean Energy (ex-WilGas, built 1984) and 125,660-cbm Baltic Energy (ex-
WilPower, built 1983). At that time, the company was also offering the Grace Energy and 140,708-cbm HongKong Energy 
(ex-Northwest Swan, built 2004) for trading. But the company is not averse to selling on its older ships. Shortly after starting 
their reactivation work last year, Sinokor circulated the Adriatic Energy and North Energy for sale. But the vessels did not sell. 
In addition to its secondhand LNG fleet, Sinokor has a number of LNG carrier newbuildings on order at Samsung Heavy 
Industries. source : www.tradewindsnews.com 
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LNG CARRIERS MAKE JANUARY DEBUT ON NSR 

A pair of LNG carriers looks set to make Arctic history as the first gas ships to venture into the icy waters of the Northern Sea 
Route (NSR) in January. Ship-tracking data from Kpler shows Sovcomflot (SCF Group)’s 172,400-cbm Christophe de Margerie 
(built 2017) loaded a cargo at Yamal LNG’s Sabetta terminal and left the facility on Monday. The ship is signalling that it is 
due to arrive in Dalian, China, on 26 January.The sistership Nicolay Zubov (built 2019) is shown heading west after discharging 
in Dalian on 24 December. The vessel, which is owned by Dynagas and its partners, is currently due to arrive at the Yamal 
LNG terminal of Sabetta on 16 January. It is unclear if either ship is moving with ice-breaker assistance. Both vessels, which 
are part of Yamal Trade’s 15-ship LNG carrier fleet, are capable of breaking ice of up to 2.1 metres in thickness.Russia is 
celebrating its Christmas and New Year holidays this week. Senior officials working with the LNG carriers have said Russia 
plans to trial the NSR with LNG shipments this winter. The move is seen as a step towards the country’s plan to see the route 
open for year-round shipments from 2024. Speaking last August during a meeting of the NSR Public Council, which he chairs, 
Sovcomflot non-executive chairman Sergey Frank said the shipowner, together with nuclear agency Rosatom and gas producer 
Novatek, is planning a late voyage across the Arctic route in February.“It will be night time, very different lighting conditions, 
and very different ice conditions,” he said. source : www.tradewindsnews.com 
 
LNG CARRIER ORDERS SURPRISE,WITH 53 VESSELS CONTRACTEDBUT 

QUESTIONS HANG OVER YARD PROSPECTS AS TIDE OF DELIVERIES 

LOOMS IN 2021 

More than 50 LNG carriers were ordered in 2020, but prospects for newbuildings this year look more uncertain. South Korea’s 
Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering, Hyundai Heavy Industries and Samsung Heavy Industries took the lion’s share of 
the 53 orders, securing nine, 20 and nine vessels, respectively. All the newbuildings were based on long-term contract 
business with projects, energy majors or project utilities — a reversal of the trend in the previous two years, when a large 
tranche of speculative tonnage was contracted. On a negative note for South Korea’s big three yards, nearly half of the 
newbuildings are conditional, with the contracts on 17 vessels not due to be fully inked until time charter contracts are signed. 
The vessels, nine of which were contracted at Hyundai Samho Heavy Industries and eight at SHI, were split between four 
shipowners against upcoming charters with the Total-led Mozambique LNG project. A question mark also hangs over the lone 
floating storage and regasification unit contracted by Mitsui OSK Lines at DSME while its charterer reconsiders plans. Russia’s 
Zvezda Shipbuilding Complex extended its play into LNG carrier construction in 2020, adding 10 vessels to the five already 
being built for Novatek’s Arctic LNG 2 project. Zvezda is working in partnership with SHI on these newbuildings. In China, 
Hudong-Zhonghua Shipbuilding (Group) secured five orders. While three were for China Cosco Shipping, the remaining pair 
were distinctive medmaxes of 79,960 cbm contracted by Japan’s K Line. The 2020 order haul was largely shoehorned into 
the second half, with only eight of the 53 LNG newbuildings, excluding small bunker vessels, contracted in the first six months. 
Despite the slew of tonnage in the second half, shipbuilders were disappointed that Qatar chose not to advance its huge 
LNGcarrier newbuilding programme.  
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Qatar Petroleum has reserved up to 151 berth slots in China and South Korea and had been expected to firm up some of these 
towards the end of 2020. There is huge uncertainty among those working closely on this business about when Qatar will 
restart talks with shipbuilders. Several said the liquefaction giant is in a strong position and can afford to take its time.Yards 
are also working on Petronas’ hunt for newbuildings to lift its volumes from the LNG Canada project, which is due online in 
2024. But outside this ongoing business, enquiries for project vessels could be muted in 2021, newbuilding players said. Last 
year saw just one final investment decision on a new liquefaction project as low gas prices and Covid-19 uncertainties rocked 
the market. Coupled with this, brokers highlighted the deluge of LNG newbuildings, some of them unfixed, that are set to 
emerge this year into what is currently a hot market devoid of open tonnage. Howe Robinson Partners said that, excluding 
FSRUs, 58 vessels of more than 100,000 cbm each are scheduled for handover this year, 19 of them charter-free. The broker 
said 48 LNG carriers were delivered in 2020, 16 of which were uncommitted. source : www.tradewindsnews.com 
 

NAKILAT FIXES OUT SECOND CHARTER-FREE SHIP TO SHELL 

Nakilat has fixed out the second of four speculatively ordered LNG carriers to Shell. Chartering sources said the 173,400-
cbm ME-GI newbuilding Global Star has been committed ex-yard for one year at a rate of just over $50,000 per day. Brokers 
are currently quoting one-year term charter rates for gas-injection tonnage at around $70,000 per day. Nakilat said on Monday 
that it had taken delivery of the Global Star, which it will manage commercially and technically. The Qatari shipowner has had 
a close relationship with the energy major, which initially took on the technical and operational management of Nakilat’s large 
LNG fleet. Nakilat has been progressively taking 17 vessels under in-house management over the past four years. A further 
eight remain under Shell’s management. The Global Star is the second of four vessels built by Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine 
Engineering for Global Shipping Co, a joint venture in which Nakilat holds a 60% stake and Maran Gas Maritime’s Maran 
Ventures controls 40%. The quartet, two of which are built with ME-GI propulsion and two with X-DF systems, was originally 
ordered by John Angelicoussis’ Maran Gas Maritime. The joint venture is seen as Nakilat’s move to become more of an 
international player in LNG shipping.A first sistership, the Global Energy (built 2020), delivered in May, is listed on chartering 
reports as being fixed ex-yard to domestic producer Qatargas for four months at around $50,000 per day.From early 
September, the ship was chartered out to US producer Cheniere Energy for six months at a daily rate in the low $60,000s, 
with an option to extend the hire period by one month.Nakilat said the delivery of all four newbuildings will bring its fleet to 74 
vessels, which it said is nearly 12% of the global LNG fleet based on carrying capacity. source : www.tradewindsnews.com 
 
SINOPEC RAMPS UP WINTER GAS SUPPLIES  

Chinese state-run Sinopec has ramped up gas supplies to the domestic market during the ongoing winter season running from 
November 1 to March 15, it said on December 30. The company supplied 9.35bn m3 of gas during the November 1-December 
29 period, up 19% year on year. Sinopec said it had expanded LNG imports as well as hiked local production to keep the 
market well supplied. Sinopec last month said it planned to supply a total of 20bn m3 of natural gas during the winter season, 
up 5.3% yr/yr. Source : www.naturalgasworld.com 
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THIRD LNG BUNKER VESSEL LAUNCHED FOR AVENIR LNG 

Small-scale LNG solution provider Avenir LNG Limited has launched its third 7,500 m3, dual-purpose, LNG supply and 
bunkering vessel, Avenir Aspiration, at China’s Nantong CIMC Sinopacific Offshore & Engineering Co (CSOE). With an overall 
length of 116 m, beam of 19 m and draught of 5.95 m, Avenir Aspiration will now undergo final outfitting before commissioning, 
gas and sea trials with an anticipated mid-2021 delivery. CSOE is building an additional sister vessel with a capacity of 7,500-
m3 and two 20,000-m3 LNG carriers all for delivery later this year, bringing Avenir’s total fleet to six specialised LNG vessels. 
Avenir LNG chief executive Peter Mackey said “Our fleet is the backbone of Avenir’s asset-enabled LNG supply strategy, and 
we look forward to taking delivery of Avenir Aspiration later in the year.” Avenir LNG’s first two LNG supply and bunkering 
vessels, Avenir Advantage and Avenir Accolade were ordered from Keppel Nantong Shipyard. Avenir Advantage became the 
first dedicated LNGBV in southeast Asia in October 2020, commencing a three-year charter to Petronas LNG, supplying LNG 
to fuel ships operating in Malaysia and delivering cargoes directly to small-scale customers in the region. Its sister vessel 
Avenir Accolade is chartered to Hygo Energy Transition (formerly Golar Power) for use in Brazil under a three-year charter. 
Avenir Advantage and Avenir Accolade are two dual-fuel (MGO and LNG) vessels, each with a length overall of 123.44 m, 
beam of 18.6 m and draught of 5.65 m, with two IMO Type C tanks with a total cargo capacity of 7,500 m3. Propulsion is 
supplied by a single screw, with power delivered by a Wärtsilä 6L34DF main engine, rated at 2,700 kW at 750 rpm. Under 
construction at CSOE, the two larger LNG bunkering and supply vessels will each have a length overall of 159.9 m, a beam 
of 24 m and draught of 8.2 m, with propulsion power supplied by a WinGD 5RTFlex50DF engine, rated at 7,200 kW at 124 
rpm. All of Avenir LNG’s fleet are being built to DNV GL class, with deliveries of the two 20,000-m3 LNG bunker vessels 
expected in Q4 2021. source : https://www.rivieramm.com 
 
PAKISTAN TO MERGE LNG IMPORTERS: PRESS 

Pakistani state-run Pakistan LNG Terminals and Pakistan LNG will be merged into a single entity with the process expected 
to be complete by January 1 next year, The Nation reported on December 29. The new entity will be called Pakistan LNG. 
The two companies were set up to manage the import of LNG and various terminal operations, with Pakistan LNG Terminals 
handling storage and regasification, and Pakistan LNG the import and marketing of the gas. But their functions now overlap, 
sources told the newspaper. And as the government has decided that no new public sector LNG terminals will be built, Pakistan 
LNG Terminals has lost some of its importance, the newspaper said. Pakistan has received over 19mn metric tons of LNG 
since it began importing the fuel in 2015. It has two import terminals located at Port Qasim near Karachi which took 7.57mn 
mt of LNG last year. source :  www.naturalgasworld.com 
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GERMANY EXTENDS SUPPORT FOR SWITCHING SHIPS TO LNG 

Germany's federal ministry for transport and digital infrastructure said on December 28 it had extended the period in which it 
provides grants for equipping and converting vessels to run on LNG fuel by one year until December 31 2021. The ministry 
said the move was necessary given the financial strain on shipping caused by the coronavirus pandemic, which has meant 
that many projects could not go ahead this year. The extension "will boost investment in environmentally friendly ship 
propulsion," the ministry's parliamentary state secretary Enak Ferlemann said. "Despite the global crisis, we must continue to 
drive the sustainability of our shipping forward," he said. "That is why we continue to advocate for the use of LNG as a low-
emission alternative marine fuel and a pioneer for climate-friendly shipping." The grants cover between 40% and 60% of the 
cost of investing in LNG propulsion. The ministry has made two funding calls, resulting in a wide variety of 12 equipping and 
retrofitting projects already benefiting from €30mn ($37mn) in subsidies, it said. source : www.naturalgasworld.com 
 

PAN OCEAN INKS CHARTERS WORTH US$421M FOR LNG NEWBUILDS 

The Korea Herald reported that Pan Ocean signed an order worth US$183M with SHI, with delivery of the vessel set for April 
2023 – part of an ambitious expansion of the South Korean shipping line’s LNG carrier fleet. This newbuilding is expected to 
go on long-term charter with Portuguese energy major Galp and strengthens the South Korean shipowner’s intention to expand 
its LNG shipping portfolio. Pan Ocean entered into a time charter contract for one LNG carrier with Galp Energia on 30 
December for an estimated US$115M. The five-year contract will start February 2023, with two Galp options that could extend 
the charter to 11 years. The owner of one 2008-built very large gas carrier, Pan Ocean reportedly placed LNG carrier orders 
in mid-December with HHI. Pan Ocean entered into a long-term time charter contract for two LNG carriers with Shell Tankers 
Singapore Private Limited on 15 December for an estimated US$306M. The seven-year contract will start from September 
2024, with options that could extend the charter to 13 years. Overall, the Anglo-Dutch energy major has chartered 22 LNG 
newbuildings “with more to come,” according to BRL Weekly Newbuilding. “We recently recorded four very large gas carriers 
for undisclosed account with Shell employment,” reported BRL. “Two of these have been confirmed for ownership of Pan 
Ocean Co, South Korea and marks their debut with commitments from Shell. The former intends to break into LNG in a big 
way.” Most of the charters for the newbuildings have been secured at a rate of US$60,000 a day over seven-year periods, 
with options for extensions. “Brokers consider these to be very low rates but permanent employment is procured by the 
shipowners,” said BRL, adding that all of Shell LNG vessels “are aimed at the lowest emissions status and likely to operate 
on WinGD dual-fuel propulsion.” Seven LNG carrier newbuilds have been chartered by Shell from Norway’s Knutsen Group, the 
most recent one ordered from Hyundai Samho Heavy Industries. BRL believes Pan Ocean has attached at least one option to 
their order but is awaiting confirmation. The recent orders for South Korean shipbuilders are welcome news even as HHI and 
Daewoo Shipbuilding and Marine Engineering have received the green light from Chinese regulators to move forward with their 
merger. Source : www.rivieramm.com 
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OZ EAST COAST LNG EXPORTS UP 1% IN 2020  

LNG exports from three projects on the Australian east coast came to 22.36mn metric tons in 2020, up over 1% year/year 
despite the Covid-19 pandemic, according to the latest data published by Gladstone Ports Corporation on January 6.  Revenue 
though would have been lower as the oil price, to which LNG exports are pegged, fell sharply. Exports to China last year were 
14.98mn mt, down from 15.87mn mt in 2019. South Korea imported 3.27mn mt last year, up from 2.84mn mt in the previous 
year while Japan imported 1.5mn mt, up from 1.2mn mt in 2019, the data showed. Exports to Malaysia were 1.99mn mt versus 
1.68mn mt in the previous year.Exports in December were 2.19mn mt as against 1.93mn mt in the same month of 2019. China 
imported 1.4mn mt of LNG last month, up from 1.36mn mt in December 2019, the data showed. South Korea imported 280,571 
mt, up from 237,657 mt, while shipments to Japan came to 322,572 mt, compared with 68,327 mt in the same month of the 
previous year. Malaysia imported 185,432 mt of LNG versus 124,648 mt a year earlier. The projects are APLNG; Gladstone 
LNG and Queensland Curtis LNG. Source : www.naturalgasworld.com 

 
CHIYODA TO BUILD FLOATING GAS TO POWER FACILITY IN PAPUA NG  

Japan’s Chiyoda Corporation has been awarded the design development and engineering contract of a new floating, storage, 
re-gasification and power generation facility by Papua New Guinea’s (PNG) Kumul Petroleum Holdings, it said on January 
5. The facility will have the capacity to generate 75 MW of power to be exported to the local transmission grid. It will also load 
and store 140,000 m3 of LNG which can be offloaded to small-scale bulk cargo vessels and redistributed to smaller local 
power generation locations, and regasify and export gas via pipeline for local heavy industrial power generation, Chiyoda 
said. Chiyoda said that the project is an important step towards meeting the demand and supply requirement set out in the 
PNG 2030 Strategic Plan, which has set goals of connecting 70% of the PNG population to secure electricity by 2030.   “It 
will also provide PNG’s growing heavy industries with much needed environmentally cleaner and sustainable fuel options for 
their additional power generation requirements they seek to increase productivity on,” the Japanese company said.  Source : 

www.naturalgasworld.com 

 
 

CME LAUNCHES NEW JAPANESE ELECTRICITY, LNG CONTRACTS 

CME Group January 6 said it will launch four new Japanese electricity futures contracts and two new LNG futures contracts 
for trading on February 8, pending regulatory review. "The Japanese wholesale electricity market is now fully liberalised with 
hundreds of retail firms and producers, creating an opportunity for a more robust derivatives market alongside it. We are 
pleased to launch these new futures contracts that offer participants an efficient risk management tool," said Izumi Kazuhara, 
CME Group head of Japan. "At the same time, the launch of the two new yen-denominated LNG contracts will be relevant for 
market participants who want to trade the spread between LNG and electricity futures." The new electricity contracts include: 
Japanese power (day-ahead) Tokyo base-load futures, Japanese power (day-ahead) Tokyo peak-load futures, Japanese 
power (day-ahead) Kansai base-load futures, and Japanese power (day-ahead) Kansai peak-load futures.   
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They are financially-settled in Japanese yen using the arithmetic average of the 30-minute Spot Market (day-ahead) prices 
published by the Japan Wholesale Power Exchange (Jepx) for the relevant region (Tokyo or Kansai) based on base/peak 
loads over the period defined by the contract. The new LNG contracts will be denominated in Japanese yen and include 
the Japan Korea Marker futures (a daily market assessment for front-month LNG delivered to northeast Asia published by 
Standard & Poors Global Platts) and the Japan Crude Cocktail (Detailed) futures. The former is a financially-settled contract 
while the latter is a financially settled contract based on the average price of nine custom-cleared crudes reported by the 
Japan ministry of finance and customs.CME Group's Japanese electricity and LNG futures contracts will be available on CME 
Globex, for submission for clearing through CME ClearPort, and will be listed with and subject to the rules and regulations of 
Nymex. Japanese power prices have rocketed in the present spell of cold weather. Demand for LNG has pushed the JKM 
above $14/mn Btu. Utility Tepco has been warning of black-outs unless it can procure power from other companies in Japan, 
according to business daily Nikkei.  Source : www.naturalgasworld.com 

 
US ALIGNS SHORT, LONG TERM LNG EXPORT APPROVALS 

The US Department of Energy (DoE) said January 8 it had issued a policy statement removing the requirement that holders 
of long-term export authorisations seek separate short-term approvals for the same volumes.“This policy is a sensible and 
concrete way DoE can remove unnecessary regulatory burdens for LNG exporters,” energy secretary Dan Brouillette said. 
“Those exports bring benefits to our economy, while also helping to reduce global emissions.” The deregulatory measure, the 
DoE said, will lead to administrative efficiency and remove a duplicative requirement forcing LNG exporters to seek short-term 
authorisations for volumes already approved for long-term export.“We are increasingly seeing more sales of LNG on the spot 
market, and this action by DoE is allowing more flexibility for US LNG exporters,” deputy energy secretary Mark Menezes said. 
“With this policy, US LNG exporters can let the market – not our regulatory process – determine which LNG cargos will be 
exported under long-term or short-term agreements on the spot market.” Pre-commercial or commissioning cargoes can also 
now be exported under existing long-term authorisations on a non-additive basis, the department said.Concurrent with the 
issuance of the policy statement, the DoE is amending several long-term LNG export orders to add short-term export authority 
to the long-term orders. Source : www.naturalgasworld.com 

 
DEMAND, SHIPPING PAINS PUSH ASIAN LNG PRICES HIGHER 

Strong demand in Asia and logistical constraints have pushed international LNG prices to highs not seen in two years, RBN 
Energy said in a December 30 blog post, with the key Japan-Korea Marker (JKM) reaching $11.55/mn Btu for prompt contracts 
on December 28.The higher prices, RBN analyst Sheetal Nasta wrote, are a reflection of strong winter demand, especially in 
northern Asia, and supply constraints dating back to last summer, when US cargo cancellations kept more than 600bn ft3 out 
of the global LNG market.Since then, scheduled maintenance at Dominion Energy’s Cove Point terminal in the US, Chevron’s 
troubles at its Gorgon facility in Australia and the late September fire at Equinor’s Hammerfest export terminal in Norway have 
combined to keep a lid on available supply. But while the demand recovery and tighter supply have led to some of the highest  
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transport spreads from the US Gulf Coast since 2018 – the Henry Hub-JKM spread has averaged more than $6/mn Btu in 
December, and in recent days has reached as high as $9/mn Btu – all is not as “unfettered or rosy” as market participants 
may have hoped, Nasta writes. “One unintended – and counterintuitive – consequence of the stronger market: more cargo 
cancellations,” she says. “While economics-driven cancellations are now obsolete with the rebound in destination prices, the 
surge in demand, particularly in Asia, has led to market tightening, not due to an inherent supply shortage per se, but a 
shortage in the ability to get the supply to where it’s needed – in other words, a vessel shortage.” Demand for vessels and 
their day rates typically rise during the high-demand winter period, and the increased use of tankers for floating storage and 
spot cargoes this winter has depleted the fleet more than usual. But one of the factors exacerbating the vessel shortage 
perhaps more than any other is the ongoing congestion at the Panama Canal, which has led to longer wait times for transit or 
decisions to take the longer route around the Cape of Good Hope, with both options leading to longer voyage times – and 
soaring vessel rates.“Vessel rates are soaring in the six figures per day compared with $40k-60k/d earlier this year,” Nasta 
writes. “What’s more, even if you’re willing to shell out that kind of money, there are reportedly few or no vessels to be had, 
all of which just serves to amplify the supply shortage in Asian markets.” Given the uncertain availability of vessels, she 
concludes, some offtakers are already cancelling cargoes for January and February, despite robust demand. The deadline for 
February notifications passed on December 20, and RBN has heard that as many as 10 cargoes have already been cancelled 
for February 2021 liftings from US terminals, Nasta writes, not a good sign for near-term Henry Hub gas prices. “While it’s 
possible these cancellations may be offset by spot cargoes as vessels become available, the re-emergence of cancellations 
doesn’t bode well for the domestic gas market, which was also dealt a blow in recent days by a forecast of substantially higher 
temperatures for January.” Source : www.naturalgasworld.com 
 
NAKILAT TAKES DELIVERY OF LNGC NEWBUILD  

Qatari shipowner Nakilat has taken delivery of a newbuild LNG carrier, Global Star, which it will commercially and technically 
manage in-house, the company said on January 4.  Built by South Korea’s Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering, it is 
the second of four newbuilds to be delivered to Global Shipping Co., a joint venture of Nakilat and Maran Ventures. The first 
newbuild Global Energy was delivered in May last year.The fourth will bring Nakilat’s fleet to 74 vessels, which is just under 
12% of the current global LNG fleet based on carrying capacity, the company said. The four vessels each have a cargo-
carrying capacity of 173,400 m3, with two of them being equipped with ME-GI while the other two with X-DF propulsion 
technologies, Nakilat said, adding that these vessels also feature an optimised hull design.  Source : www.naturalgasworld.com 

 

HYUNDAI DELIVERS LNG TANKER TO GREECE 

Greece-based Capital Gas Ship Management Corp (CGSM) took delivery January 4 of the newbuild LNG carrier Aristidis I, 
built by Korea's Hyundai Heavy Industries, it said. With cargo capacity of 174,000 m³, the vessel is highly efficient, propelled 
with XDF engines and equipped with the latest available technologies, including an air lubrication system and increased filling 
limits (up to 93,5%), it said. It is the second of seven sister ships to be delivered between 2020-2023. The vessel has been 
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chartered to the shipping division of UK major BP for up to 12 years. CGSM operates a fleet of seven LNG carriers with an 
average capacity of about or 174,000 m³ Source : www.naturalgasworld.com 
 
HAPAG-LLOYD INVESTS US$1BN IN SIX LNG-POWERED ULCS 

Hamburg-based global liner shipping company Hapag-Lloyd confirmed an order worth US$1Bn to build six LNG-powered, 
dual-fuel, ultra-large container ships (ULCS) with South Korea’s Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering (DSME). Under 
the contract confirmed in late December, DSME will deliver the six 23,500+ TEU vessels between April 2023 and December 
2023. The ultra-large container ships will be Hapag Lloyd’s largest to date. The order firms a letter of intent signed with 
DSME. The LOI contained options for an additional six box ships, which if exercised would bring the value of the investment 
for the 12 ships to US$2Bn. For the newbuilds, Hapag-Lloyd is considering utilising two LNG bunker tanks on deck of a new 
type B tank of 18,000 m3 constructed with cryogenic high-manganese steel in preference over normal membrane type. BRL 
reports that using high-manganese steel for the LNG fuel tanks in Hapag-Lloyd’s newbuild box ships could yield potential cost 
savings of “US$2M to US$3M over competitors and be worth the investment in the long run. This will allow bunkering on board 
from self-sufficiency.” Transporting some 12M TEU annually with its fleet of 234 vessels, Hapag-Lloyd reported the new ULCSs 
will be deployed on Europe–Asia routes as part of The Alliance, which includes liner companies Japan’s Ocean Network 
Express, China’s Yang Ming and South Korea’s Hyundai Merchant Marine. Each of the new ULCS vessels will be fitted with 
a two-stroke, high-pressure dual-fuel engine that will be capable of operating on LNG or traditional compliant fuel. “With the 
investment in six ultra-large container vessels, we will not only be able to reduce slot costs and improve our competitiveness 
on the Europe–Far East trade, but also take a significant step forward in modernising our fleet,” said Hapag-Lloyd chief 
executive Rolf Habben Jansen. “Additionally, we will further reduce our environmental impact,” he added. In January, China’s 
Huarun Dadong Dockyard Co, a joint venture of China Resources Investment Enterprises and Hudong-Zhonghua Shipbuilding, 
is expected to complete the conversion of Hapag-Lloyd’s Sajir to burn LNG. Converting the 15,000-TEU ULCS and investing 
in the new box ships are key elements of the German liner company’s sustainability strategy to use LNG to reduce 
CO2 emissions by 15% to 30% and SOx and particulate matter emissions by more than 90%. Source : www.rivieramm.com 
 

 

SHIPBUILDING BONANZA:31NEWBUILD WORTH US$4.3BN IN 34 DAYS 

South Korea’s Hyundai Heavy Industries (HHI) Group enjoyed a year-end bonanza that carried over into 2021, signing 
newbuilding contracts worth US$4.27Bn in 34 days. The remarkable run was revealed by HHI in stock exchange disclosures, 
netting newbuilding contracts for 31 ships from 3 December to 5 January, with orders for 13 LNG carriers, 10 container ships, 
six very large crude carriers (VLCCs) and two 40,000-m3 LPG carriers. Twenty-five of the newbuilds valued at US$3.5Bn 
were landed in a year-end rush, counting towards HHI’s 2020 annual budget. The momentum carried over into 2021, with the 
South Korean shipbuilder announcing shipbuilding contracts for six container ships for Asian shipping companies. Under one 
contract, Hyundai Samho Heavy Industries Ltd (HSHI) will build two container ships under a contract worth KRW297Bn 
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(US$273M), while HHI will build four container ships under an order valued at KRW594Bn (US$546M). Two 300,000 VLCCs 
were ordered in mid-December by Hyundai Glovis from HSHI for US$179.2M, according to BRL Weekly Newbuilding. 
Commenting on the order, BRL said “This underlines continuing low pricing which is having the effect of inducing many orders. 
It is doubtful prices could go much lower and deliveries are keenly scheduled for January and March 2022. All plus points for 
potential customers. The duo will operate long-term COA’s for Hyundai Oilbank.” As we reported, two LNG carriers ordered 
from HHI in mid-December were placed by Pan Ocean. Pan Ocean also signed a contract valued at KRW199Bn (US$183.7M) 
with Samsung Heavy Industries (SHI) for a single LNG contract on 5 January. Other South Korean shipbuilders fared well as 
2020 ended, with Daewoo Shipbuilding and Marine Engineering (DSME) securing a US$1Bn order to build six 23,500-TEU+, 
LNG-fuelled container ships for Hapag-Lloyd, which holds options to build six more. There was speculation that the year-end 
order surge might have helped South Korea edge out China for the top spot in the global world shipbuilding rankings. The 
accompanying table provides details on the spate of orders signed by HHI. Source : www.rivieramm.com 
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